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As co-lead counsel for the plain tiffs in the landmark Brinker
Restaurant Corp. case, Singer has been in the forefront of one
of the most closely watched labor and employment disputes in
the h istory of Californ ia.

On April 12, the state Supreme Court held that employers
must ensure that they provide meal periods with in five hours
of the start of an employee's sh ift but need not ensure the
breaks are taken . Brinker Restauran t Corp. v. Superior
Court (2012), S166350.

The decision also held that in appropriate circumstances
meal and rest period claims may be pursued as class actions,
Singer added.

As with all closely watched rulings, once a decision is handed down, people want
answers.

Recalling continuing education classes he's addressed since the decision , Singer
said, "I lectured to a hundred folks, half of whom were human resources personnel,
who were demanding to know what they're supposed to do in order to follow that
standard."

He's also recorded a 30-minute podcast on the plain tiff's view of Brinker.

While the smoke continues to clear in the aftermath of the case, Singer has been
busy resolving another labor-and-employment matter that has strung out for eigh t
years now.

At issue was a meal-and-rest-period case filed on behalf of a diabetic employee,
who had been proh ibited from taking meal breaks with in five hours, a time in terval
necessary to main tain h is blood sugar levels.

In 2005, the trial court gran ted the employer's motion to compel individual
arbitration and enforce class-action proh ibitions.

Two years later, the state Supreme Court issued an opin ion establish ing the
standards for class-action waivers. Gentry v. Superior Court of Los Angeles County ,
S141502 (Cal. Aug. 30 , 2007).

While the ruling presumably tipped the scales in Singer's favor, the trial court
den ied reconsideration and again sen t the matter to arbitration .

But Singer appealed, and the lower court was ordered to reconsider its ruling,
which subsequently led to settlement discussions and a confiden tial eigh t-figure
agreement that will be final in J uly.

Singer's challenge, as he sees it, was "to be able to resurrect a case that had been
left for dead th ree times."

"It took tenacity," he said.

- PAT BRODERICK
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